


Moral Injury/Soul Wounds

What does it mean?

Crisis of Identity (Tick)

Central question is not “What have I done?” 

but “Who am I now?”



Issues of Trauma

Combat trauma

***just because someone does not see 

combat doesn’t mean there is not trauma

MST - military sexual trauma

TBI – traumatic brain injury

PTS(D) - post-traumatic stress (disorder)

distinguishing from “normal” grief or shock

Layers of trauma – effects on body/mind/soul



Issues of Guilt & Shame

Distinguish between the two:

Guilt – feeling about what I’ve done

Shame – feeling about who I (believe I) am

Campaign/theater of war (Vietnam)



The Work of Re-integration

Difficulty/disorientation of “re-entry” into civilian life

“culture clash” – military v. civilian culture

Team v. self mentality

Aggression valued v. feared

Sense of discipline and duty

“What we lose, we lose. After war or other traumatic loss, we 

are different forever. We can neither get the old self back nor 

return to a state of innocence. We have been through a 

psycho-spiritual death.” – Ed Tick, War & the Soul 



The Work of Re-integration
grief/loss of camaraderie, a sense of mission, one’s 

meaning/purpose

hierarchy dissolves

ignoring/compartmentalizing emotions

sense of safety, trust

coming home v. being home/present

trauma responses – normal reaction

treated as monster or hero – “I’m not either!”



“What do you need in order to heal? 

In order to forgive yourself? 

To move forward?”



Developmental Theory
Stages of Faith, James Fowler

stage 3: synthetic/conventional

Adopts some sort of all-encompassing belief system; at this stage, 

people tend to have a hard time seeing outside their box (don't 

recognize that they are "inside" a box)

Authority is usually placed in individuals or groups that represent 

one's beliefs. 

This is the stage in which many people remain.

At this stage people rely on some sort of institution (such as a 

church) to give them stability; become attached to the forms of their 

religion and get extremely upset when these are called into 

question.



Developmental Theory (cont.)

stage 4: individuative/reflective

Often begun in young adulthood, start seeing outside the box and 

realizing that there are other "boxes"

Critically examine beliefs on their own, become disillusioned with 

their former faith

Ironically, the Stage 3 people usually think that Stage 4 people are 

"backsliders" when in reality they have actually moved forward.

Usually happens when one starts seriously questioning things on 

their own



Generational Cycle
GI Generation (pre-1924, over 95):

wars bookended childhood

as did a sense of scarcity (Great Depression)

worldview, one of crisis; meet with resilience, courage

largely optimistic; see self as genial but viewed as harsh/strict by others

spirituality:

value hierarchy, which informs image of God

God is rational, just, expects obedience; God is pleased by rule-keeping

traditional - value doctrine, institutions

public view of religion - congregational focus (not private)

seek directive approach from an expert, expect accountability

divine intimacy is confusing, uncomfortable; God is loving but distant

Silent Generation (1925-1942):

resigned/content to follow GI example

sensitive to the pain of sacrificing the individual for the common good

justice-seeking, optimistic, want to make the world a better place



Generational Cycle (cont.)
Silent Generation (cont.)

spirituality:

divine as a loving parent; transcendent AND intimate

private view of religion

directive and non-directive; like to lead and be led, open to suggestions

more contemplative, allowing space

Baby Boomers (1943-1960)

seen but not heard (early on, in childhood)

rebellion against GI generation - speak out, protest

see self as righteous, not rebellious (as others tend to view them

seek transformation in all areas of life (idealists)

spirituality:

break from traditional faith; distrust of institutional religion

eclectic in spirituality

divine as imminent, omnipresent

focus on social/systemic sin

mostly private practice of faith, engages community in other ways (small groups)



Spiritual Needs upon Return

a new image of God (Fowler)

the old one doesn’t fit any more (negative spiritual coping)

perceptions of self and God have shifted (positive spiritual 

coping)

where was God? where is God now? 

what does God look like? feel like? 

when do you feel God?

need new meaning and purpose – when it’s no longer the 

mission, what else can give this?

finding hope – visualizing and creating a future story

healing through sharing, community (healing circles)



Other Considerations

MH concerns, PTS(D), other trauma

Stages of Faith

Generational Cycle

Finding resources, supports in community



Resources

War and the Soul, Edward Tick

Soul Repair, Gabriella Lettini & Rita Brock

Nat’l. Center for PTSD (ptsd.va.gov)

Veterans Crisis Line – 1-800-273-8255

Local VA

http://ptsd.va.gov

